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High Visibility!
AVW meeting attendees now have a
much clearer view of our
demonstrations on a large, flat-screen
powered by an improved system of
video cameras... all this thanks to the
efforts of Rich Vossler (design and
acquisition of the new equipment) and
Scott Schlosser (construction of the
great-looking display cabinet).  Its the
culmination of a Board decision that
was made several months ago with the
goal of enhancing the enjoyment of our
excellent presentations/demos.



HELP!!!!!
AVW is successful because it is blessed with individuals who give generously of their time to organize
and carry out the various jobs.  Looking forward to 2017, your club urgently needs volunteers to serve
as President, Program Director, Treasurer, and Secretary.  Short descriptions of the responsibilities
and (estimated) time requirements for each position are given below.  Will you please consider
stepping up to help keep AVW a viable, valuable resource for local-area woodturners?  {Hint: If you
want to test the water with no commitment, you can ask the existing position holders at an upcoming
meeting.}

General Duties of AVW Officers
The President...

• Acts as the principle executive officer of the AVW.
• Supervises and controls all of the business and affairs of the AVW.
• Conducts AVW meetings.
• Estimated time commitment: 2 hours/month.

The Vice President...
• Conducts AVW meetings in the absence of the President.
• Assumes to the office of President in the event of the President's death, inability, resignation or

other refusal to act.
• Performs other duties as assigned by the President.
• Estimated time commitment: 2 hours/month.

The Secretary...
• Maintains minutes of all AVW meetings
• Issues all general communications necessary to the operation of AVW.
• Maintains a set of Standard Operating Policies, as defined by the AVW Board
• Maintains the AVW membership list.
• Performs other duties as assigned by the President.
• Estimated time commitment: 2-3 hours/month.

The Treasurer...
• Collects membership fees and all other monies belonging to AVW.
• Keeps current and accurate records of all monies that flow through AVW.
• Makes a verbal report of the status of the Treasury at each AVW meeting
• Provides the Secretary with the balance of the Treasury and a list of the expenditures and receipts

made and received since the last Newsletter summary.
• Provides the President and any member the President may designate, a copy of all expenditures

and receipts made or received and an annotated copy of the most recent bank statement.
• With the President, is a signatory on all AVW monetary accounts.
• Estimated time commitment: 2 hours/month plus

The Program Chair....
• Enlists two (2) notable woodturners to conduct limited-attendance, paid workshops for AVW

members or invitees.  Workshop instructors also participate in an adjoining AVW meeting as a
scheduled demonstrator.

• Enlists nine (9) additional individuals to serve as demonstrators at monthly AVW meetings.
• Negotiates terms with the demonstrators and workshop instructors.
• Assists demonstrators and workshop instructors with scheduling and arranging lodging (where

necessary).
• Estimated time commitment: 1-2 hours/month



AVW Bulletin Board
This section of the AVW Newsletter contains short items of current and immediate interest are
posted... sort of a one-stop shopping location for AVW-related items.  Check here each month for
late-breaking news!

Donations Encouraged!!!: Do you have any wood blanks, turnings (finished or unfinished), or turning-
related tools or gadgets laying around your shop collecting dust that you can't bring yourself to “just
toss”?  Consider donating them to AVW as items for a raffle or auction.  It would help raise funds for our
club and its an easy way to make space in your shop without the bother of a tag sale.  Bring any donated
items to a meeting and see a Board member.  Thank you in advance for your consideration.

Virginia Woodturning Symposium 2016:  Just a reminder that the Symposium will be held on
November 5-6, in Fishersville, Virginia.  You can see more about the Symposium at the following
web link... http://www.virginiawoodturners.com/ Scott reminds us that the hotel accommodations
near Fishersville can get tight and, for those that are light sleepers, that the Best Western is very
close to active railroad tracks.

Items for Sale

AVW Members can post items they have for sale or advertise for items they wish to purchase by
sending a description of the item(s) to warren-s@shenriver.com.  Please include a complete
description (pictures help), including asking price and your contact information.  NOTE:  (1) AVW has
no specific interest in and makes no representations concerning the accuracy of these listings.  (2)
Ads will run for two consecutive months unless the Member requests that it be reposted.

<This space is available for your advertisement.>

Benefits of Membership in AAW
Our club and a great many of our members belong to the American Association of Woodturners
(AAW) a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization, headquartered in Saint Paul, Minnesota, dedicated to
advancing the art and craft of woodturning worldwide by providing opportunities for education,
information, inspiration, and community. Established in 1986, AAW currently has more than 15,000
members and a network of over 350 local chapters globally. The AAW possesses the single largest
collection of woodturning information anywhere and its award-winning journal, American Woodturner,
is the foremost publication on the art and craft of woodturning in the world. To learn more, visit
http://www.woodturner.org or speak with Denis Delehanty at any of our club meetings.



2016 Monthly Programs and Challenges
Remember:  Each month, on the Thursday following the Saturday Monthly
Program, there is a mentored skills-improvement session from 6:00-8:00 pm.

Date Program Monthly Challenge
APR 16 Hands-On Demonstrations

Dave Hickman – Pens
Rich Vossler – Spindle Turning
Mark Zimmerman – Bowl Gouges

Turn a Box

MAY 21 Tom Zepeda... Bowl turning with
optional gouges and chucks

Turn a Chess Piece

JUN 18 Dale Winburn... Rose Engine Lathe Turn something you haven’t done
before

JUL 16 Turn something for the kitchen

AUG 20 Rich Vossler... Using InLace to fill
voids in turned pieces and using CA
glue to finish larger items

Turn an Apple or two.

SEP 16
& 17

Friday Workshop: Barbara Dill...
Professional Turner... Multi-Axis
Turning
Saturday Club Demo: Barbara Dill,
Multi-Axis Turning

Turn a Finial

OCT 15 Hands on Demonstrations... Scott
Schlosser & battle tops... Denis
Delahanty & ornaments

Turn a Multi-Axis Piece

NOV 19 Mark Zimmerman and Terry Fox...
demonstration of methods for
embellishing turned items

Turn something for your desk

DEC 10 Christmas Party
3rd Annual Battle Top Championship

Ornaments, Battle Tops



September Show-and-Tell Gallery
The ID slips from the September Show & Tell were inadvertently discarded after the meeting.  For
this month, I do not have all the details normally included with the Gallery.  Humble apologies!
______________________________________________________________________________

Jack Klimek Jeff Ziegler

Bruce Cunningham Jim Keller Rich Vossler



August Show-and-Tell (cont.)
Scott Schlosser

Mike Fraser



August Show-and-Tell (cont.)
Jeff & Caden Shumaker

J. C. Jennings



September Program
Barbara Dill: Multi-Axis Turning

Our September demonstration featured Barbara Dill who shared her approach to conceiving and
implementing unique geometric shapes using the technique of multi-axis turning... some examples of
Barbara's unique work are shown in the following images.

We are familiar with spindle turning, where a piece of wood is held between a drive center and a live
center, then turned as it spins about an axis defined by the two centers.  In a nutshell, multi-axis
turning involves mounting a given blank; partially turning the blank; then changing the axis by re-
positioning the blank on one or both of the centers; then turning some more... repeating the process
until a final result is achieved.  It is a matter of turning multiple cylindrical, concave (coves), and
convex (beads) surfaces such that the intersection of the multiple surfaces achieves an artistic
product.  The mechanics are simple enough, but the devil is in the detail of “how much” and “when”
you do the re-positioning... i.e., your turning strategy.  Making written notes during the turning
process enables you to assess the effectiveness of each turning strategy... referring to those notes
and the finished product will allow you to refine the strategy.

She showed us the variety of
shapes that can be produced
with the multi-axis technique...

...and began her demonstration
with a look at the anatomy of a
spindle and how that anatomy
changes when the turning axis is
changed.

I can't do justice to the flow of
useful information Barbara
provides, so the following 4
pages (## - ##) contain graphics
and notes that summarize her
thoughts on the relationship
between thevariables available
to a multi-axis turner and the
results.

She favors a 1/2”, 4-prong drive
center.







HOW TO ORGANIZE THESE IDEAS 

RESULTS/OUTCOMES: 

                                                  ARC                                                       CIRCULAR 

   VARRIABLES:                                 

AXES: 
-PARALLEL   AXIS   
(DOES NOT CROSS THE  
CENTER AXIS)  
    
 OTHER VARIABLES INCLUDE: THE     
AXES …..1)THE MANY OPTIONS 
 FOR AXIS PLACEMENT AND 
 NUMBER OF AXES USED; 2)  
DISTANCE FROM CENTER AXIS; 
3) THE WAYS TO CONNECT THE AXES;  
4) WHICH AXES TO USE TO FINISH THE PROJECT and  
PROFILE…  1) SYMMETRY OF PROFILES AND DEPTH OF CUT):  
2) THE SIZE AND SHAPE OF THE WOOD 

 
 

 
 
 
TWISTED AXIS (CROSSES THE CENTER  

AXIS OR LINES PARALLEL TO CENTER AXIS) 

 
OTHER VARIABLES INCLUDE: 
  THE AXES…1) THE MANY OPTIONS FOR AXIS  
PLACEMENT AND NUMBER OF AXES USED; 2) 
 DISTANCE FROM CENTER AXIS; 3) THE WAYS 
 TO CONNECT THE AXES; 4) WHICH AXES TO  
USE TO FINISH THE PROJECT and PROFILE… 
  1) SYMMETRY OF PROFILES AND DEPTH OF  
CUT): 2) THE SIZE AND SHAPE OF  
THE WOOD 
                                                                                         

BARBARA DILL 3/2012 

www.barbaradill.com 

 

 

QUADRANT 4: TWISTED AXIS, CIRCULAR 

QUADRANT 3:  PARALLEL AXIS, CIRCULAR 

 

 

 

QUADRANT 1: PARALLEL, ARC 

QUADRANT 2: TWISTED AXIS, ARC 



 

 

 

HELPFUL HINTS: 

• Turn spindle round 

• Press holes in wood between centers 

• Number CONSISTENTLY AND CLEARLY 

• Use chalk to find axis IF CONFUSED 

• High speed and sharp tools 

• About tools (type, sharpening angle) 

• Safe driver vs. four prong drive center 

• Sanding 

• Depth of cut 

• Make sample pieces and take notes 

 



In the pic on the left, the piece
was first turned on the normal,
central axis.  In the pic above, it
has been re-positioned to turn
on a parallel axis.

In the pic above, it is being
turned

The adjoining images display the concept of “air wood” (a.k.a. “ghost wood”) when turning a multi-
axis piece.  Note the semi-transparent areas on the left are the areas where the rotating piece
alternately presents both air and wood to the cutting tool.

Mark the axes points carefully
and clearly.

Her tools of choice are a 1/2”
spindle gouge sharpened to 30°
and a 1/2” bowl gouge
sharpened to 40-45°.

A delicate touch and slow
turning speed are required!

Imagine the strategy for
producing this piece!





Follow Other Virginia Clubs!

This is a new section of the newsletter that lists information about fellow wood-turning clubs in Virgina.

Capitol Area Woodturners
Who:  Serving NoVA, DC, and MD... 200 members, mostly hobbyists
Contact:  Bob Pezold, President, 703-799-1034, rpezold@verizon.net
Meetings: Bryant High School, 2709 Popkins Lane, Alexandria VA 22306... second Saturday
of each month, 8:00 am – 1:00 pm.
Web: http://www.capwoodturners.org/

Catoctin Area Turners
Who: Serving western Loudoun County, Maryland... 70+ members of varying skills who are
interested in learning and promoting the art of turning wood.
Contact: Email form provided on the web site... no other contact information.
Meetings: Thursday before the 3rd Saturday each month, 6:30-? pm at the Leesburg
Volunteer Fire Department, 215 W. Loudoun Street, Leesburg, VA  (Note:  See web site for
meeting exceptions in January and July.)
Web: http://catoctinareaturners.org/v5/

Central Virginia Woodturners
Who: Serving the foothills of the Shenandoah  Valley and neighboring West Virginia... 69
members with skills ranging from novice to professional
Contact: Dennis Hippen, President, president@centralvawoodturners.org
Meetings: Third Tuesday of each month, 7:00-9:30 pm, at the Crimora Community Center,
1648 New Hope and Crimora Road, Crimora, VA 24431,
Web: http://www.centralvawoodturners.org/

Mid-Maryland Woodturners Club
Who:  Serving the Frederick, Maryland, area.
Contact:  Terry Conway, President, president@mmwtc.org
Meetings: Second Wednesday of each month, 7:00-? pm at IAFF Local 3666 Union Hall
(Formerly the Yellow Springs Lions Club), 8829 Yellow Springs Road, Frederick MD 21702
Web: http://www.mmwtc.org/

TidewaterTurners
Who: Serving the Norfolk, Virginia, area... 120 members dedicated to the craft of
woodturning; sharing the interest and knowledge of woodturning; and promoting the
advancement of skills.
Contact:  Bob Deml, President, pres@tidewaterturners.net
Meetings:  Fourth Tuesday of each month (except December), 6:30-8:30 pm, at the
Woodcraft of Norfolk/Virginia Beach (The Shops at JANAF... map link provided)
Web: http://tidewaterturners.net/



Follow Other Virginia Clubs! (cont.)

Woodturners of the Virginias
Who: Serving the foothills of the Shenandoah  Valley and neighboring West Virginia... 60
members with skills ranging from novice to professional
Contact: info@woodturnersofhtevirginias.org
Meetings: First Saturday of each month, 9:00 am – noon, at Peter Shoemaker's "Phoenix
Shop" at 5906 Main St., Mount Jackson, VA  (Note:  There is also a “skills enhancement”
session held on the 3rd Saturday, same time/location, for hands-on, skill-building activities.)
Web: http://www.woodturnersofthevirginias.org/

Mid-Atlantic Woodturning Symposium

Dear Chapter Officer,

You may have heard from other sources about the first ever Mid Atlantic
Woodturning Symposium.  Our executive committee would like to make a special
request to you to please share the following with your members.

The event is a 2 day event with a total of 32 rotations.  It will be held in Lancaster,
PA on September 24-25, 2016.  A limited number of hotel rooms are available at a
special reduced rate in the Marriott Lancaster, the site of the event.

We have a terrific lineup of demonstrators including Mike Mahoney, Binh Pho,
Cindy Drozda, Al Stirt, Eric Lofstrom, Mark Sfirri, Kurt Hertzog, and Dennis Fuge.
The rotation schedule will be published soon. We also have numerous vendors
coming to display their turning related items at our tradeshow.  Our website has
links to each of the vendors.

Registration is now open, and with the response so far, we expect to reach our
limit of attendees and hotel reservations.  If you are interested in attending, early
registration is highly recommended.

Please visit our website at http://www.mawts.com/ for more information.  We hope to
see you there!

Thank you,

Ron Sheehan,

Vice President
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Multiaxis  
Spindle Turning:  
Further Exploration 

Barbara Dill 

B orn into poverty in 1900, Louis 
Armstrong learned to play the cor-
net while in reform school. A few 

years later he was given his first cornet 
and mentored by King Oliver and others 
to play jazz by ear. The rest is history.

Some artists are like Louis. This article 
on multiaxis turning is for the rest of us.

Admittedly, multiaxis turning is 
complex. Even so, some turners can 
create forms randomly and get great 
results. Most of us, however, need a 
more structured approach so we can 
first experiment with confidence and 
then branch out in our own direction. 

This article offers an updated conceptual 
model designed to systematically present 
the essential elements found in multiaxis 
spindle turning. An orderly exploration 
is the intended outcome, with creative 

playfulness following for those inter-
ested in pure turning pleasure. 

My two previous 
articles on multiaxis 

turning appeared 
in AW in 2007 
(vol 22, nos 3, 4). 
Since then, I have 
refined my think-
ing, explored 
the application 
of multiaxis 

spindles for a variety of projects, and 
combined the multiaxis concept with 
split and inside-out turnings to create 
a new body of work. Jazz is happening. 

Significance of a 
conceptual model 
Exploration with a structure
Changing the axis provides woodturners 
with unlimited forms, within the limits 
of the lathe and the wood. In music, the 
notes must be studied, the limits of the 
instrument understood, and the musi-
cian must have the skills to produce 
music. Theory, technique, and skill come 
first; improvisation (jazz) comes later. 
So it is with multiaxis woodturning. A 
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conceptual model provides structure 
and offers options that one might never 
realize if the axes were randomly changed 
and cuts arbitrarily made.

Repeatability
Turning on one central axis is straight-
forward and predictable. When many 
axes are used, forms are randomly 
created by luck and experimentation, 
and at times there seems to be nowhere 
to go. A conceptual model provides a 
systematic way to intentionally explore 
and repeat the forms that are possible. 

Teaching concepts
Rather than giving a blueprint for what 
I make, this article provides the build-
ing blocks needed for a conceptual 
understanding of multiaxis turning. 
With this knowledge, you can experi-
ment and combine forms to come up 
with new designs of your own creation. 

Creativity
We are creative when we think for our-
selves rather than copying ideas from 
others. The conceptual model helps 
woodturners learn the basic techniques 

of multiaxis turning, which then allows 
for confident, creative self-expression 
using multiaxis techniques. 

The conceptual model 
One central axis 
When a spindle is turned on one 
central axis, the result (outcome) is 
always circular or cylindrical. The 
profile can vary, within the limits of 
the length and diameter of the wood. 
The elements for creating a variety of 
profiles are beads, coves, V cuts, and 
straight lines (Photo 1). 

Figure 1. there are only two ways a new 
axis can be placed in relation to the center 
axis: parallel or intersecting. When a new 
axis intersects the center axis, the outcome 
looks twisted.

Figure 4. the four new axes 
are parallel to the center axis 
(red). the green axes are in the 
same plane with each other, as 
are the blue axes. Each plane is 
90° to each other. 

Figure 6a. the three new axes 
have been moved only on one 
end and they are twisted axes, 
meaning that they intersect the 
center axis (red) at some point. 

Figure 5. these axes are 
parallel with each other while 
intersecting the center axis. 

Figure 6b. the illustration shows the 
axes’ connections at each end: axis 
1 on the bottom is connected to axis 
2 on the top, axis 3 on the bottom is 
connected to axis 1 on the top, and 
so on. the outcome will be twisted. 
Keeping the numbering consistent is 
essential to help systematically create 
(or re-create) multiaxis designs. 

Figure 2. these planes intersect the center 
axis. the diagram can help with visualizing 
placement of the new axes in relation to the 
center axis and to each other. 

Figure 3. this axis is placed at an extreme 
angle to the center axis, one of thousands of 
ways to place a new axis. 

1

2

2

3

3

1
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multiaxis spindles are accomplished by 
changing the profile on multiple axes. 
There are only two ways these new axes 
can be placed relative to the center axis: 
parallel to the center axis or crossing 
(intersecting) the center axis (Figure 1). 

The variables used for creating mul-
tiaxis spindles include, but are not 
limited to: (1) the various placements of 
the axes, (2) the number of axes used, 
(3) the distance from the center axis, (4) 
the way the axes are combined, (5) the 
axis orientation used to join the spindle 
to separate component, (6) the symme-
try or asymmetry of the profile, (7) the 
depth of the cuts, and (8) the size and 
shape of the wood. 

The basics of the variables
Placement of the ends 
Either one or both ends of a spindle 
can be moved from its center point to 
create a different axis. That new axis 
can be in the same plane or in differ-
ent planes (Figure 2). The planes used 
can intersect at any angle and the axes 
can be placed either close or not close 
to the center axis. 

Multiple axes 
When turning a multiaxis spindle, 
there are only two outcomes or results: 
circular type and arc type. A circular-type 
result occurs when the axis of rota-
tion is moved from the center axis to a 
new axis and the spindle is cut deeply 
enough to reach solid wood and form 
a new cylinder on which a profile is 
turned (Photo 2). When the spindle is 
cut less deeply, not reaching just solid 

wood (still turning air), an arc on which 
a profile is turned is created (Photo 3). It 
is important to note that for any mul-
tiaxis spindle, the result will be either 
a circular- or arc-type profile. This is 
the case when using either parallel or 
twisted axes (more on those later). 

Variables 
Just as traditional spindles are created 
by changing the profile on one axis, 

A new axis, positioned close to the center 
axis, allows enough solid wood for a 
circular outcome, in this case, a bead. 

Before the end points are changed to 
create a new axis, a bead and/or V cuts can 
be made into the cylinder using the initial 
central axis. Note that the entire spindle is 
turned to a cylinder before proceeding. 

A new axis, located close to the outside of the spindle, results in substantial air-wood. An 
arc-type outcome is possible. 

From the starting point of a bead turned 
on the central axis (see Photo 6), additional 
profiles are turned using other axes. 

A disc shape works well as a transition 
form from one element to the next, one 
axis to the next. 

4

6

5a

7

5b

8

this spindle was turned 
with one central axis. the 
profile consists of beads, 
coves, and V cuts. 

this multiaxis spindle is 
a circular-type multiaxis 
spindle. there are three 
axes on the bottom and 
one center axis on the top. 

this arc-type multiaxis 
spindle has two axes parallel 
to the center axis and they 
are in the same plane. 

1 2 3
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Additional considerations
•	 	The	angle	of	an	axis	as	it	crosses	

the center axis can be extreme by 
using the sides of the wood rather 
than the ends (Figure 3).

•	 	An	axis	is	considered	parallel	
when each end is moved the same 
distance and direction from the 
center axis (Figure 4).

•	 	Axes	can	also	be	parallel	to	each	
other and can cross (intersect) the 
center axis (Figure 5).

•	 	An	axis	is	considered	twisted	
when each end is moved in a dif-
ferent direction and distance from 
the center axis so that the new 
axis intersects the center axis or 
another axis at some point. The 
spindle can be repositioned on 
one or both ends (Figures 6a, 6b). 
The results look twisted. 

Distance from the center axis 
First, some terminology: I use two 
terms to describe the kind of wood pre-
sented to the tool in multiaxis turning. 
Solid wood is the wood that appears as 
a solid mass when the spindle is spin-
ning around on the lathe. Air-wood is 
the wood that appears as a shadow as 
the wood rotates on the lathe. (Some 
turners call this wood ghost wood.)

The distance and direction the 
new axes are placed with relation-
ship to the center axis is an important 
consideration inherent in multiaxis 
turning. When a new axis is closer 
to the center of the spindle, the solid 
wood is large (Figure 7, Photo 4). When 
the solid wood is large, a circular 
outcome is easier to create because (1) 
there is more solid wood on which a 
profile can be turned, (2) there is more 
wood available to connect the other 
new axes, and (3) there is less “cutting 
through air” to contend with.

Conversely, when a new axis is 
positioned close to the outside of the 
spindle, the air-wood is large. When the 
air-wood is large, an arc-type outcome 
is possible (Figure 8, Photos 5a, 5b). (A 

Combining the axes’ segments
there are many ways to combine the 
various profiles that can be created by 
each axis of a multiaxis spindle. A sphere, 
large bead, or a V cut can be turned on 
the center axis before the end points are 
changed (Photo 6). From this starting 
point, a second segment, created with 
a different axis, can be created (Photo 
7). A disc with either curved or straight 
sides, sharp or rounded edges, is a profile that works well as a transition from one axis’s profile to a 
profile from another axis (Photos 8, 9). Jean-François Escoulen made popular a golf-club profile that 
distinctively links the segments of his multiaxis spindles (Photo 10). 

9

10

two disc forms connect long beads 
with a sphere, joining the various 
elements of three axes. 

John Pirson turned this spindle using 
a distinctive form made popular by 
Jean-François Escoulen. 

Figure 7. the new axis that creates the green 
solid wood is located closer to the center axis 
than to the edge of the cylinder. the solid 
wood is large, providing sufficient wood on 
which to turn a circular profile. 

Figure 8. the new axis that creates the blue 
solid wood is located close to the outside 
of the cylinder, far from the center axis. the 
solid wood is small, which allows more air-
wood onto which a profile can be turned, and 
the outcome will be an arc type. If, however, 
a circular profile is turned on the blue solid 
wood, the spindle would be thin, and it 
would be difficult to connect this axis to other 
axes that are located close to the outside of 
the spindle. 

air wood

air wood

solid wood

solid wood

old radius

new radius

r

r
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•  First, turn the entire length of wood to a 
cylinder. If the ends are not rounded into a 
cylinder, it is difficult to turn them later when 
the spindle is thin and fragile. 

•  Decide the type of outcome you will turn, or at 
least have an idea of the axes you want to play 
with. When the mounting points on the ends 
are determined, press the spindle between 
centers on those points so that later, when the 
spindle is fragile, the holes are already there.

•  Number the axes not only on the ends but 
also on the outside of the spindle. I use a 
permanent marker that is dark enough to 
see the numbers (Photo 14). Also, decide 
on a numbering system and stick with it. If 
the numbers are the same on each end and 
twisted axes are used, either remember the 
progression or write it down for reference 
(such as 1 to 2, 2 to 3, and so on). Even with-
out distractions, it is easy to get confused.

•  Take notes on the project so it can be re-
created. I save a sample spindle with the ends 
intact to remind me of the process. 

•  Sharp tools and the speed of the lathe are 
important factors for making a smooth cut. 
the tool has more time in the air than on the 
wood when the speed is slow, causing the 
tool to bounce. to make smoother cuts, I use 
the fastest speed on my lathe, which is 3,000 
rpm, whenever it is safe.

•  When making an arc-type spindle and turning 
more than two axes, the depth of cut becomes 
critical. the toolrest can be used as a reference 
point for the depth of the cut. 

•  Sanding is a challenge because the surfaces 
are curved and the edges are crisp. My goal is 
to sand as little as possible. this means the cut 
must be as smooth as possible. 

•  Cloth-backed abrasive is thick enough to 
hold while sanding these surfaces. It helps to 

sand each axis before moving on to the next 
axis. the circular type can be sanded with the 
lathe running, but knuckles are in danger, so 
use caution. the arc type and any other non-
round surface must be sanded by hand being 
careful to keep the edges crisp. I sometimes 
let the lathe hold the spindle while I sand it 
by hand.

Helpful hints for multiaxis turning between centers 

Write the axes 
numbers on the 
ends and sides 
of the cylinder so 
they are clearly 
visible. Even with 
a numbering 
system, though, 
mistakes are 
easy to make.14

the center axis of this 
multiaxis stem was used 
to line up the separate 
components—cup, stem, 
and base—of this goblet. 

the axis used for the stem 
of this goblet is one that is 
parallel to the center axis 
and was also one that was 
used to create the stem. 

An elegant candleholder 
can be created from a 
multiaxis spindle and base, 
with the addition of a 
separate cup on top. 

11a 11b 12

Inside-out turnings can be safely held 
together with strapping tape. In addition, 
glue is applied at the ends. When finished, 
all four pieces will have been turned on 
four different parallel axes.  

these spindles are the result of inside-out 
turning, turned on all four sides. 

13a 13b

circular profile could be turned on the 
solid wood; however, the spindle would 
end up thin and fragile, making it diffi-
cult to connect to another element.) 

Connect multiaxis spindles to  
a project
After a spindle has been turned, the 
next stage offers a multitude of design 
options. Any orientation of the spindle 
can be used (including an axis that 
was not used for turning) to connect 
a multiaxis spindle to a cup and base 
to create a goblet (Photos 11a, 11b) or 
candleholder. A spindle with base can 
be connected to a cup to end up with 
a candleholder (Photo 12). The orienta-
tion you select can dramatically affect 
the look of a goblet, candleholder, or 
sculpture. Most of the time, however, 
the center axis is used to align the 
spindle to the components of a goblet 
or candleholder. 

Thermed, split, and  
inside-out turnings
The axis is totally outside of the 
spindle when therming (see Art 
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recently I have been working with flat, rect-
angular pieces of wood to create contain-
ers. I place the wood between centers and 
turn the ends, as well as the sides. I turn the 
wood by cutting with the grain parallel to 
the axis of the lathe (as in spindle turning), 
and then reposition the wood to turn it with 
the grain running perpendicular to the axis 
of the lathe (in the same manner that a bowl 
is turned). the possibilities and combina-
tions are endless. 

Liestman, “Beyond Round—
Therming,” AW, vol 25, no 2). With 
split and inside-out turnings, the axis 
point is located at the extreme corner 
or edge of each piece of wood (see Peter 
Exton, “Turning Diamonds,” AW, vol 
25, no 1). For all three—thermed, split, 
and inside-out turnings—the out-
comes are arc-type. For these methods, 
several pieces of wood can be safely 
attached together and turned, and 
multiple masterpieces (or multiple 
pieces of firewood) can be made at the 
same time.

The technical advantage of turning 
multiple spindles together is that 
the turning is balanced, even when 
turning large multiaxis spindles—
the tool is cutting more solid wood 
than air and the cuts are smoother. 
There is unlimited opportunity for 
creative combinations of multiaxis 

turning to thermed, split, and inside-
out turnings. 

Personal expression 
In my recent and ongoing explora-
tions, I am experimenting with com-
bining multiaxis turning with split 
and inside-out turnings (Photos 13a, 
13b). This exploration can be both 
frustrating and rewarding, but either 
way, the ideas are endless and the pos-
sibilities infinite. The rhythms of jazz 
are increasingly present in my head, 
appearing in my work as expressions 
of my own creation. There is much 
fun waiting others who are willing 
to enter into the fascinating realm of 
multiaxis woodturning.  

Barbara Dill lives near Richmond, Virginia, 
and has been turning wood since 1990. 
She teaches locally and regionally. Visit her 
website at barbaradill.com.

Multiaxis Conceptual Model
Variables Arc Type Circular Type
Parallel Axis 
(Does not cross center axis)

Other variables  
Profile: straight, curved, or V cut,  
symmetry, depth of cut

Axes: number of axes used, the  
many options of axis placement,  
distance of new axis from center,  
various ways to connect the axes, the  
axes used to combine a spindle to  
another separate element

Wood: size and shape of wood

Twisted Axis 
(Crosses center axis)

Other variables 
Profile: straight, curved, or V cut,  
symmetry, depth of cut

Axes: number of axes used, the  
many options of axis placement,  
distance of new axis from center,  
various ways to connect the axes, the  
axes used to combine a spindle to  
another separate element

Wood: size and shape of wood

An exploration in multiaxis turning  
can combine spindle turning with  
faceplate turning.
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Multiaxis Gallery
Barbara Dill

Barbara Dill, Tea Set, 2010, Holly, 11" × 4½" × 3" (28 
cm × 11 cm × 8 cm) (teapot) 3½" × 2" (9 cm × 5 cm) (cups)

I used mental images of other turned and carved wood 
teapots for inspiration for my early exploration of teapot 
sets. this is my first. My goal was to turn all pieces 
between the headstock and tailstock. the square surfaces 
are turned using axes that are perpendicular to the lathe’s 
axis. the spout is one of the tenons used in turning. there 
is no carving. 

Barbara Dill, Three Square Forms, 2011, 
Maple, 11" × 3½" × 3" (28 cm × 9 cm × 8 cm) 
(tallest form)  

these forms are an exploration into creating 
various forms using the same multiaxis concepts. 

Barbara Dill, Untitled, 2011, Cherry, holly, walnut, 10" × 4" × 4"  
(25 cm × 10 cm × 10 cm) (center form)

Michael Hosaluk’s playful approach to his work is very inspiring. He 
simply says, “I make parts and then put them together.” 
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Barbara Dill, Tea Set, 2010, Holly,  
10½" × 5" × 4"  
(27 cm × 13 cm × 10 cm)  (teapot) 

I turned this teapot set with axes both 
perpendicular and parallel to the lathe’s axis. 
the tops of the two teacups are different 
because the cuts were made on different axes. 
Imagine the design possibilities! 

Barbara Dill, Sugar Bowl With 
Spoon, 2010, Holly, 5" × 3½" × 3" (13 

cm × 9 cm × 8 cm)

the sugar bowl is six-sided.  
I turned the shape of the  

spoon; its bowl is carved out. 

Barbara Dill, Cookie Jar, 2010, Holly,  
7½" × 4½" (19 cm × 11 cm)

this cookie jar has six sides, each one turned. 

Barbara Dill, Pitcher, 2011, Maple, 7" × 3" × 2"  
(18 cm × 8 cm × 5 cm) 

I turned the spout at the same time that I turned the 
front plane. Previously, I had carved the spout into the 
first pitcher I made, and then realized I could turn that 
detail. this approach minimizes the carving needed to 
finish the spout. the handle is carved and attached as a 
separate component. 

Barbara Dill, Tea Set, 2011, 
Mulberry, 7" × 5" × 5"  
(18 cm × 13 cm × 13 cm) (teapot) 
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Multiaxis Turning 
   Gallery
the work of many turners has inspired my own 
creations. the images in this gallery represent a 
brief overview of their multiaxis work. 
—Barbara Dill 

Derek Weidman, Asterion, 2011, Cherry, 
holly, 12" × 10" × 9" (30 cm × 25 cm × 23 cm)

Photo: Karl Seifert 

Derek Weidman, Rhino, 2010, Locust, ebony, 
9" × 7½" × 10" (23 cm × 19 cm × 25 cm)
Photo: Karl Seifert

Derek Weidman, 
Zebra, 2011, Maple, ebony, 
pink ivory, 8" × 6" × 9"  
(20 cm × 15 cm × 23 cm)

All the pieces in my Animal Series have the geometry 
of the lathe at the center of their creation. I begin 
with an appropriate-sized piece of wood and attempt 
to draw the animal, using as many axes as neces-
sary. I move the piece around freely between centers, 
cutting away anything that doesn’t belong. When the 
turning is finished, the abstract qualities and novel 
representation of the animal are the direct result of 
my attempts to tease a recognizable form out of my 
imaginative interaction with the lathe. 
—Derek Weidman 
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Mark Sfirri, Hall table, 2011, 
Bubinga, mahogany, paint, 36⅛" × 41" 
× 15½" (92 cm × 104 cm × 39 cm)

Tom Crabb, Three Pods, 2006, Plum (left), poplar 
(center), mesquite, 3½" × 5", 5½" × 8" × 4½" × 5"  
(9 cm × 13 cm, 14 cm × 20 cm, 11 cm × 13 cm)

the mesquite pod is turned on two axes and hollowed 
from the bottom. 

Tom Crabb, Tango, 2008, Hackberry,  
8" × 3½" (20 cm × 9 cm)

turned on two axes, then steam bent. 
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Luc Deroo, Tenue de Soirée #4, 2010, Locust, 5" × 13" × 7"  
(13 cm × 33 cm × 18 cm)
Photo: Karl Seifert 

Luc Deroo, Lunar Landscape #11, 2010, 
redwood, 5" × 7" × 6" (13 cm × 17 cm × 15 cm)

Photo: Karl Seifert 

Keith Holt, Curious Figure, 2011, 
Bradford pear, gesso, 14" × 4" × 5"  
(36 cm × 10 cm × 13 cm)

Curious Figure is the combination 
of multiaxis turning and carving, a 
process I am calling linear extraction. 

Keith Holt, Self Portrait, 2011, Holly, 6½" × 3½" × 4" 
(17 cm × 9 cm × 10 cm)

I created Self Portrait using a sphere jig, and it is almost 
entirely shaped on the lathe. 
—Keith Holt 

Michael Hosaluk, Conversation, 2009, Maple, gesso,  
10" × 12" × 5" (25 cm × 30 cm × 13 cm)

Photo: trent Watts 


